Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts cordially invites you to

dialogues at the waterfront
the artist’s engagement and outreach series
of his first of its kind Travelling Museum, since 2013.

arth - art for earth
by
manav gupta

मानो तो मैं गंगा मां हूँ, ना मानो तो बहता पानी
If you consider me sacred I’m pure else mere water that flows’

Catch eminent and celebrated author poets LIVE
at the ganga waterfront

DR. KUSUM ANSAL
DR. SACHCHIDANAND JOSHI
DR.LAVLIN THADANI
SHRI AJAY CHAUDHRY I.P.S.
SHRI LAXMI SHANKER BAJPAI
SMT MAMTA KIRAN

Monday, 17th September 2018. 6.30pm.
11, Man Singh Road, New Delhi.

Let the Ganga flow
Amidst stories, poems, music and dance

Times of India. Uma Nair Manav Gupta is truly a unique genius – the thinker and the visionary is hailed by critics as one of the most erudite and versatile contemporary artists today.

Prof B.N.Goswamy “Brilliant.Moving”
Swarajya Sumati Mehershi. No other artist uses clay and pottery in public art like Manav Gupta...soul stirring. ‘Arth’ (meaning), stands as the most gentle and revolutionary expression of art.

Millennium Post. A solo biennale. Millennium Post re-defining the meaning of art with ‘Arth’, originality of thought... cutting-edge contemporary language A pioneering innovation in public art on sustainable development made out of the potter’s produce as a suite of environmental art installations

BBC.co.uk. An amazing perspective of the Ganga river

Manasij Mazumdar A work of power and imagination

BLOUINARTINFO Manav Gupta at his musing best, forever challenging his comfort zone Navras one of the leading contemporary authorities in the art world.

Pioneer Chandan Mitra Incredible creativity.

Statement Aruna Bhownik A wealth of meaning A spectacular installation work.

Keshav Malik He puts the medium to fresh creative tasks.

Hindustan Times Poonam Saxena Extraordinarily beautiful! You can literally feel as if its a river Pioneer In its entirety it can fill the Tate Turbine Hall Pioneer

Outlook Priya Rana Manav Gupta is pipped to be the next big thing in art.

Hi Blitz Shalini Sharma He flows from country to country while crossing creative spaces and borders with his innovative art style

What’s on! Johannesburg brilliant conceptualization of the artist in his inverting the everyday humble earthen lamp to encrypt it into the river of clay resulting in many considering it to be of caliber enough to juxtapose it with Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain.

CNN - News18 a profound soul-stirring message on climate change issues.

Rising young kathak dancer
SHINJINI KULKARNI, grand daughter & disciple of Pt. Birju Maharaj would perform with the artist’s poetry

Lighting of lamps & High Tea at the riverside 6.30pm